
Recommend a friend - Terms & conditions 

(1) The Recommended Friend can use the ‘Ambassador Gift Voucher’ amounting to £80 at the time of their 

reservation. By ‘recommended friend’ we mean any household made up of no more than 2 adults (proving a married 

or similar relationship) and their respective underage children, declaring residence in the United Kingdom or Ireland, 

at the same address, all of whom are ‘new customers’ of Club Med (namely without a Club Med membership number 

or having a membership number but not having stayed at Club Med in the past 10 years) Their holiday must be 

booked for a minimum stay of 7 nights. Your Friend(s) or family must not live in the same house or be married to you 

and the booking must be in their name(s).  

By recommending a friend, the ambassador agrees to communicate its name, last name and GM number to his 

recommended friend so that the Recommended friend can bene t from his gift voucher.  

(2) The Ambassador Gift Voucher is available 29 days before the recommended friend’s departure date and is valid 

for a period of 12 months from this date. The Ambassador will be informed of this by email. By ‘Ambassador’, we 

mean any household made up of no more that 2 adults (Proving a marital or similar relationship) and their respective 

underage children, declaring residence in the United Kingdom or Ireland at the same address, at least one of whom 

has been to Club Med in the past 10 years. Only one Ambassador discount can be used per le.  

(1)(2) The Gift Voucher is valid on the full booking amount inclusive of tax on a reservation made for an all-inclusive 

holiday booked for a minimum of 7 nights.  

The Gift Voucher can be combined with other offers, unless otherwise stated in the supplementary conditions of the 

special offer concerned, and apart from last minute offers and on condition that the combined discount voucher does 

not exceed 40% of the total price of the holiday. Gift Vouchers cannot be combined (Only one Ambassador or 

Recommended Friend Gift Voucher per le).  

The reservation is valid only though the Club Med UK Call Centre or approved Travel Agents, subject to availability 

and to the terms of sale as stated in the brochures and price lists valid on the reservation date of the relevant holiday. 

This offer is not available on past bookings or recommendations and cannot be redeemed against a booking already 

made. Club Med reserves the right to change these terms and conditions at any time. Vouchers cannot be redeemed 

against online bookings. Recommended friends and Ambassadors must both be resident in the United Kingdom or 

Republic of Ireland.  

The reservation is valid only though the Club Med UK Call Centre or approved Travel Agents, subject to availability 

and to the terms of sale as stated in the brochures and price lists valid on the reservation date of the relevant holiday.  

This offer is not available on past bookings or recommendations and cannot be redeemed against a booking already 

made. Club Med reserves the right to change these terms and conditions at any time. Vouchers cannot be redeemed 

against online bookings. Recommended friends and Ambassadors must both be resident in the United Kingdom or 

Republic of Ireland.  

08453 670 670 (Calls charged at local rate)  

	


